
Ogulcan Cura 
Professional Title 

Dedicated, hard-working, eager, and driven
Translation-Interpretation student with more to
prove, ready to utilize his skills for more growth. 

ogulcanziyacura@gmail.com 

+90 539 246 6136 

EDUCATION 
Undergraduate Program 
Cag University 
10/2021 - Present,  Adana / Turkey / 3.8 GPA 

Translation - Interpretation
English/Turkish 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
Sales Associate 
GUESS 
09/2018 - 10/2022,  
Guess is a world-renowned fashion brand, revolutionizing the industry with its
Athleisure designs, green eco-friendly, and high-quality products. 

Working four years as a sales associate, part/full time
depending on the need, having signing and key-holder
authorities. 

Providing excellent customer service with a high level of sales,
customer type, and rapport-building tactics to keep high
efficiency. 

Working as a pure team player with a high-energy attitude to
keep high workflow and sales numbers. 

Customer Service / Call Center Agent 
TIER Mobility 
10/2022 - 01/2023,  
TIER Mobility is a German e-bike and e-scooter providing company for quick
and easy transportation in most European countries under European Law. 

Doing call center and customer service work as a contractor -
freelancer for TIER for 3 months. 

Providing quick and proficient problem-solving techniques
regarding the service. 

Fleet Manager / Hotel Administration /
Finance 
World Central Kitchen 
02/2023 - 05/2023,  
World Central Kitchen is a non-profit organization, providing fast and hot
meals to disaster zones all over the world. 

Helping earthquake victims with resilience and crisis
management skills, providing much-needed and quick
management of the fleet. 

Organizing administration of the staff into designated hotels
and adapting to fast changes to keep efficiency. 

Handling city finance to maintain payments up to date while
keeping a proper and error-proof FRAK. 

Paid Intern 
Guler Dinamik 
06/2014 - 08/2015,  
Guler Dinamik is a customs and foreign trade consultancy firm with a large
scope of companies. 

Learning the proper documentation and steps of foreign trade
while ghosting managers in order to understand proper
management skills while also visiting harbors and airports to
see the procedures firsthand. 

SKILLS 
Excellent communication and listening skills 

Intermediate efficiency with Microsoft Office and Google
programs 

High work-ethic and resilience in crisis situations. 

Bilingual proficiency in Turkish and English 

Technical, medical, legal and literary translation experience 

Experience in working under extreme pressure and key time
frames. 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 
Language & Culture presentation project competition 1st place
 (11/2022 - 11/2022) 

Earning 1st place in a language & culture subject based poster-making
project at Cag University 

Millenium Fellowship (United Nations Project) (09/2023) 
Being part of a team that will focus on creating online, interactive heritage
sites of Turkey on Metaverse and Second Life to keep the culture alive for a
UN Project. 

CERTIFICATES 
Pedagogical Formation (10/2023 - 06/2025) 
Getting education in Pedagogical Formation as an aspiring future English teacher
candidate, learning intricacies a well established teacher should possess. 

TEFL Certificate (Teaching English as a Foreign Language)
 (12/2022 - 04/2023) 
TEFL is a world-renowned certificate that trains and provides workplaces for
English teachers all over the world. 

C2 Proficiency in EF SET (06/2022 - 06/2022) 
EF SET (Standart English Test) is a stardartized test of English Language
designated for non-native English speakers. 

LANGUAGES 
Turkish 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

English 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

French 
Elementary Proficiency 

Courses 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 
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